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themselves to it, we have largely succeeded in ending these feuds.
Non-violence has added greatly to the courage of the Pathans.
Because they were previously addicted to violence far more than
others, they have profited by non-violence much more. We shall
never really and effectively defend ourselves except through non-
violence. Khudai Khidmatgars must, therefore, be what our name
implies—pure servants of God and humanity—by laying down
our own lives and never taking any life."
It is worthy of the Khansaheb and all that he has stood
for during the past twenty years. He is a Pathan, and a
Pathan may be said to be born with a rifle or sword in his
hand. But the Khansaheb deliberately asked his Khudai
Khidmatgars to shed all weapons when he asked them to
join the Satyagraha against the Rowlatt Act. He saw that
this deliberate giving up of the weapons of violence had a
magical effect. It was the only remedy for the blood-feuds
which were handed down from sire to son and which had
become part of the normal life of a Pathan. They had deci-
mated numerous families3 and non-violence seemed to the
Khansaheb to have come as a longed-for salvation. The
violent blood-feuds would otherwise have no end and would
spell the end of the Pathans. He saw as clear as daylight
that, if he could persuade his people not to retaliate, the
suicidal feuds would cease and the Pathans would be able
to give a better account of their bravery. They took up his
message3 and put into practice what with them became
non-violence of the brave.
Being so clear about his own faith and that of the
Khudai Khidmatgars, there was for him no escape from
resignation of his membership of the Congress Working
Committee. His continuing on it would have been ano-'
malous and might have meant an end of his life's work. He
could not ask his people to join as recruits in the army and
at the same time forget the law of tribal retaliation. The
simple Pathan would have argued with him—and the argu-
ment would have been irresistible—that the present war
was a war of retaliation and revenge, and that there was
no difference between it and their blood-feuds.
I do not know htow far* the Khansaheb has succeeded
in carrying his message to his people. This I know that with

